
HOW TO GET PAID FOR WRITING ARTICLES ON YAHOO

The Yahoo Voices division of Yahoo allows freelance writers to write and create an online brand. There is an interesting
history to Yahoo Voices in that Yahoo.

It is a fun panel with a lot of interesting surveys. The topics here could vary a lot. After losing my main job, I
was reminded of the value in keeping small jobs available when I need them most. Upfront payments are sent
within hours of accepting an offer. The earning comes from displaying ads alongside your published articles.
There is quite a list of sites you can pick through. JP Mangalindan , the chief tech correspondent for Yahoo
Finance. Yahoo has a variety of subjects that need to have covered but lacks enough full-time staff to get the
work done. At the end? Standard, Premium, or Elite. I first dipped my toes into freelance writing a little over a
year ago. If you are just getting started, this is a great site to get started with. Matt Bai , the Yahoo News
national political correspondent with credentials like New York Times correspondent and bestselling author.
And the great news is that the opportunities are plentiful and ever-present. Whether for a little extra quick
money or to build a writing portfolio to use as sample work for other jobs, Yahoo is a great resource to keep
handy. Very little content is actually published directly on Yahoo News, and what is, is generally written
directly by the editors or executives in charge of Yahoo News itself. One site you should be familiar with is
ehow. However, there are often times I want to write something unrelated to my blogs or things I wrote for a
college course that I could take advantage of. This post may contain affiliate links. It led to national
recognition for me and a mention in The New York Times. All articles are going to be vetted for inappropriate
content for everyone that is new. The site is user-friendly, but it has all sorts of technical problems. Write
about topics that you have a connection with. A local post might not work for Yahoo News itself, but will
probably be easier to pitch to a local news station that affiliates with Yahoo. To get started, simply enter your
email address in the form on this page. Beat assignments will get a similar treatment but the editors are
looking for glaring errors in facts, grammar and spelling. If Yahoo accepts the article you have written, there
are all kinds of opportunities for you to start building a name for yourself as a writer.


